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With the First Nighters

H ORPHEUM
fl To begin at the ond, the Gertrude Hoffmann in- -

H torprotation of the "Beautiful Blue Danube" as
fl , originally given by Isadora Duncan, is almost sup- -

H ernal in its inspiration. And the remarkable part of
m it is that in a dance in which only a few of the III- -

B miest draperies nre essential and that despite the
B latitude which this dance might give to others less
M artistic, there is nothing in it that is nr chaste

H and beautiful. There is an irresistible c arm in
B ' the grace and beauty and fresh abandon of the
M dancers, and while the wonderful Gertrude Hoff- -

H mann seems to be the very spirit of Springtime,
H and with those who surround here, with every mo- -

H tion and apparently every impulse attuned to the
H strains of the music, this number alone would

VVJ be enough to justify such audiences as have wit--

B nessed the Hoffmann revue and the other acts
H which complete the best bill ever seen on the local

VJVJ Orpheum stage.
H In one of Heine's descriptions there are some
B lines which more adequately describe the im- -

Hi pression given by the performers in the asovb
H mentioned dance than anything we might SRy.

B They read:
H "There exists a tradition of nocturnal dancers
fl known in the Slavic countries as the Wills. The
B Wilis are betrothed girls who have died berore
B their marriage. These poor creatures cannot re- -

VM, main tranquil in their tombs. In their hearts,
KB which have stopped beating, in their dead feet,

B exists a love for dancing which they have not
B been able to satisfy during their lives. At mid- -

B night they rise and gather in troops, and unfor- -

H tunate is the young man who encounters them.
fl He is forced to dance with them until he falls
fl dead.
B "Garbed in their bridal robes, with crowns ot
V orange blossoms on their heads and brilliant
fl rings on their fingers the Wilis dance in the moon- -

B light like elves, their faces although white as
B snow are beautifully young."
B Naturally the most noticeable feature of the

IB) Hoffmann Revue is the star, una the wonder- -

B ment at her versatility is continuous during the
H performance. She is a wolf for work, the hardest
H kind of work, at it every minute with time only

M to change her costume during the periods she is
H off the stage. Her dancing is remarkable, her im- -

Hj personations are splendid, particularly that ot
H Foy and there is nothing she does that hasn't a
BV laugh or charm in it. Her company, carefully
H chosen, is full of pep and understanding (the un- -

H deretanding is not a pun) in everything that is un- -

H dertaken. The troupe of Arabs with Gertrude
H Hoffmann are the most amazing little men in
H acrobatic work ever seen on the stage, their
H phenomenal whirling and tumbling taking the
H breath every minute during their appearance.
H ' Wo cannot share the approval with which En- -

H rico Muris has been received, and it would aid in
H all places where he makes his appearance if one
H of the many better dancers in the country could
H be secured. But all in all the Hoffmann Revue
BL comprises such a brilliant series of events, that it

) would be a carper indeed who could find any fault
flU with it.
B j The big hit in the remainder of the bill which
H is illuminated by some of the brightest stars in
H ( vaudeville, is the performance of Swor and Mack
B. in a screamingly funny negro act, full of bright
9 stuff, clever pantomime and an exhibition of
B I dancing that is the funniest burlesque on the
fiw new stuff that any team has produced. Even
PW H some of Bert Williams' work is reproduced in

B the act, it can be readily forgiven in the clever- -

B ness of the two. Jack and Foris, who open the
B bill, are French athletes of tremendous power
B and rarely has an acrobatic act been received with
fl such acclaim. Bert Merket, who is a reminder

of Ralph Herz and John Critchlow, rolled into
one, readily scored with his song hits even in
Tom McNaughton's little rabbit story from "The
Spring Maid." Ann Tasker and company have a
sketch that is neither profound nor funny enough
for much criticism, but Miss Tasker has a voice
which is naturally very beautiful, though lacking
in training. If you haven't seen the show over
Orpheum way and can't get a ticket today, take
an automatic and force your way in. It's worth it.

MILLER COMING

Henry Miller will begin a two-day- s engagement
at the Salt Lake theatre on December 29, in a play
peculiarly appropriate to the holiday season. It is
"Daddy Long-Legs,- " Jean Webster's own dramati-
zation of her famous story of the same name, and
a play that is one of the reigning successes in
New York.

Mr. Miller, for whom the title role was written,
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